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Howie and Suzanne 

Goodman were valued 

members at Beth Judea until 

they decided to make aliyah 

in 2009. The Goodmans 

have agreed to provide us 

with a blog on their 

experiences as new olim in 

Israel. Though we continue 

to miss the Goodmans, we 

can all look forward to 

reading about their 

adventures in Israel through 

their blog.
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For thousands of years, Jews have dreamed of standing and praying at the Western Wall. In

2017, there was a Western Wall resolution which vastly upgraded the egalitarian section and

made it a state recognized holy site. It also gave representatives of the non-orthodox

movements a say in governing the site. This plan was halted by Netanyahu at the request of

the orthodox parties in his government. Now, after being indefinitely suspended, the

improvements are back in process.

Women of the Wall come to the Kotel every month for Rosh Chodesh services. They are the

spearheads of the demand for egalitarian prayer space at the Wall. This month, the orthodox

groups were planning their protest against the Women of the Wall. Usually they bring in

young people to harass the reform and conservative worshipers. However, it did not escalate

into a serious conflict this month as was expected. The solution of having separate sections of

the Kotel designated for orthodox and non-orthodox worship seems to be the answer if we

respect each other's prayer rituals and the belief that there are different ways to be Jewish.

In December, Eilat will host the 2021 Miss Universe pageant. Women from around the world

will vie for the crown in a contest expected to draw 600 million viewers. It’s the first time the

competition is being held in the Middle East.

Of course, no international event can happen in Israel without criticism from the Boycott,

Divestment, and Sanctions movement. But a call from Nelson Mandela’s grandson to boycott

the pageant was met with a fierce scolding. He was happy that Miss Indonesia and Miss

Malaysia wanted to boycott the contest and denounced Israel as a “apartheid state.” While

South Africans overwhelmingly support the Palestinians, some key activists, such as Kenneth

Meshoe, bristle at the apartheid analogy. The comparison, they say, is dishonest and

cheapens the suffering of blacks who lived under strict racial segregation.
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According to South African media reports, organizers of the Miss South Africa Contest are distancing

themselves from Mandela’s statement. A terse statement by the organizers said, “The Miss South

Africa organization is not getting involved in a political war of words and has no further comment to

make.” Reports also note that Lalela Mswane, who was crowned Miss South Africa last week, is

facing heavy pressure not to attend. A 24-year-old former ballerina, Mswane has not indicated

whether she plans to compete in Eilat. Her views on the Mideast conflict are not known.

Former Miss Iraq Sarah Idan called out Mandela in a video posted on Twitter. During the 2017

pageant, Idan made headlines by posting a selfie with her new friend, Miss Israel Adar Gandelsman.

For that, she was labelled a traitor by many Iraqis. Idan has since visited Israel and spoken out at the

United Nations about Jewish refugees from Arab countries. A musician, she also has U.S.

citizenship and currently lives in Los Angeles.

“All I can say is, how dare you? How dare you, as a man, try to tell an organization for women and

women empowerment what to do? This is an opportunity that millions of women dream of having —

to go on world stage and represent their people, their nation, their culture. Not governments, not

politics, and definitely not your political agenda,” Idan said in her rebuke to Mandela. “The term you

used to attack Israel in calling it apartheid is a term only being used by radical Islamists, terrorist

organizations, such as Hamas, Taliban, and the Iranian regime — all of them who hate women and

women’s rights. Please allow Miss South Africa to go and experience Israel up close on the ground

and let her be the judge for herself.

Shurat HaDin President Nitsana Darshan-Leitner, working on behalf of the families of the victims of

terror attacks perpetrated by the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (the PFLP), has served

notice to the philanthropic Rockefeller Foundation that because of their significant financial

donations to two organizations that the Ministry of Defense has declared as terrorist organizations,

they face punitive exposure in legal action in both Israeli and American courts. The legal letter was

submitted for the relatives of Ehud and Ruth Fogel, who were murdered along with three of their

children — Yoav, Elad, and Hadas — in Itamar in 2011, as well as the family of Rina Shnerb, a

teenage girl who was killed by a roadside bomb in 2019 as she hiked with her father.

Nitsana Darshan-Leitner is the head of Shurat HaDin. Their investigators uncovered that the

Rockefeller Foundation has, in the past two years, donated $100,000 to the International Children’s

Protection Organization Palestine, in addition to a commitment to provide over $800,000 in funding

to al-Haq, a PFLP front, by 2023. Both groups are among the six civilian and alleged human rights

organizations identified by the Israeli Defense Minister Benny Gantz as affiliated with, and working

on behalf of the PFLP, one of the world’s oldest and most lethal terror factions responsible for

numerous hijackings, massacres, and bombings since 1968.

The letter sent to the Rockefeller Foundation articulated the warning that the continued funding of

terror organizations and their affiliates is clearly defined by law as aiding and abetting terrorism. Any

assistance to said groups exposes the benefactor to huge claims of damages on the part of the

victims of terror. “It is not possible for philanthropic foundations around the world to regularly inject

funds into seemingly innocent Palestinian organizations but that are linked to catastrophic terrorist

attacks against Israelis,” Nitsana Darshan-Leitner stated. Those who flow money to groups that are

connected to terror must be held to account for the murder, misery, and suffering their funding has

paid for.
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One of the promises the Biden administration made to the Palestinian Aurhority was to reopen the

consulate-general building in Jerusalem. It was closed by the Trump administration after the opening

of the American Embassy in Jerusalem. Israel has told the Biden Administration that it opposed any

plan to reopen the US Consulate-general that services the Palestinians in Jerusalem because the city

is the undivided capital of the Jewish state.

This position, according to Bennett, has been presented to the American Administration by himself

and Foreign Minister Lapid. He went on to say it was presented without drama, but he hopes it is

understood that Jerusalem sovereignty belongs to one country, the State of Israel. Lapid also noted

there was no opposition to opening a consulate in Ramallah. This may increase tension between the

United States and Israel along with disagreement on the building of new settlements.

There are many in the newspaper print field who like Monsour Abbas because of his unpredictability.

Many feel politicians are too predictable. A reminder that this Abbas is an MK in the Knesset and not

the President of the PA.

Abbas, bolted from the Arab Joint List earlier this year and ran Ra’am as an independent party. He

stated that he was willing to work with all segments of the Israeli political spectrum. He would do

almost anything to get badly needed funding for the country’s Arab sector. In June, Abbas signed the

coalition agreement that made an Arab Party part of the coalition. They are not just an Arab Party, but

they are an Islamic Party.

In early November, Abbas surprised everyone when he pledged to United Torah Judaism to move

NIS 100 million of the billions the Arab sector is slated to receive in the new budget to the Haredim

parties to assist their communities. Initial response to Abbas’s offer was one of skepticism and

outright refusal of the offer, basically claiming the Islamic Party was trying to take over the Haredim .

Prime Minister Bennett has again promised that there will be fulfillment of the rotation deal with Lapid.

This means that a year from this coming summer, Lapid will then switch places with Bennett and

become the Prime Minister and Bennett will become the foreign minister. This was part of the coalition

agreement since Bennett and Lapidi are from different political parties.

The big announcement around 8 November was that Israel has a new budget. This budget will be for

2021 and 2022. This was voted on and agreed upon on early Friday morning, November 5. It was

unusual to continue deliberations into Friday since Friday is the Arab day of rest and rarely will there

be anything occurring in the Knesset. However, it was announced that we have a budget for 17

months and for better or worse will attempt to implement and have the reforms that are part of the

budget.
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The previous budget was approved on March 15, 2018. That was a government headed by Benjamin

Netanyahu. The finance minister was Moshe Kahlon, Avigdor Lieberman was the defense minister

and today’s Israeli President Isaac Herzog was the leader of the opposition.

A good question would be why wasn’t the budget approved for over 2 1/2 years? During that time

Israel was governed by transition governments. Transition governments cannot submit budgets.

From May 2020 to December 2020, Israel was governed by a rotation government led by Netanyahu

and Benny Gantz and because Netanyahu was believed to be planning to not agree on the rotation

agreement which would’ve turned Gantz to the acting Prime Minister.

What did Israel do during this period of time? The answer is that it existed on “continuation budgets”

and that the last actual budget that was approved was divided into 12 for each month plus “boxes”.

Items such as the pandemic and possible emergency military situation and other emergencies would

be financed by increasing the national debt and without submitting new plan budgets reflecting new

priorities accompanied by required legislative reforms to implement them.

Time will tell whether it is a good budget and will deal with some of the country’s most important

problems including the gloomy state of the Arab sector. There is great praise for the budget as well as

some very gloomy predictions of the future of this approved new budget. Some feel the new budget

will only benefit MK Abbas and Hamas.

There are many tactics that can be used in the Knesset to try and filibuster any possible new

legislation. One example of this was that there was talk which included vicious lies and libelous

expressions against the government and its members questioning the motivation for doing what they

were doing. An example was of several Likud MKs repeating the argument that much of the budget

allocated and reforms were designed to deliberately further weaken a section of the population

already having issues. One of these was the congestion charge which many argued was designed to

prevent a population from the periphery entering Tel Aviv. There is an 800 shekel per month taxation

proposal on cars that are going to Tel Aviv on a daily basis. Other planned tax changes are that there

be a taxation on disposable plates, cups, and cutlery and drinks with a high level of sugar. Some say

this was designed to harm the Heredim. These taxes would be a better way of dealing with the

unbearable congestion in Tel Aviv and the problem of mountains of plastic waste and the excessive

sugar consumption.

We live less than forty miles from Tel Aviv. We have experienced traffic delays that can be anywhere

from two to four hours. There are only two significant north-south highways that take you into Tel Aviv

as well as only one or two major east west highways. With all of the construction on the highways,

there hasn’t been an extension of any significance of public transportation, especially trains, since

buses have to deal with the same traffic. Sadly, there was even a situation where additional train cars

were ordered. When they were received they found that they are not the same height as the station

platforms and therefore have to be remodeled.

When we were traveling before COVID, we would always take the train from Binyamina to Ben Gurion

Airport. The schedule included trains with very few stops between Binyamina and Ben Gurion and

took less than one hour. Now we understand that there are fewer trains going to Ben Gurion and most

trains cease traveling before midnight and resume not before five or six in the morning.
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October 26, 2021, the New York Times had an article entitled “Whose Promised Land? A Journey
Into a Divided Israel.” It was a depiction of Israel as overwhelmingly gloomy despite the fact that
Israel ranks among the happiest countries in global surveys. The report promised to show readers
what it means to be Israeli today and it prompted laughter in Israeli Society. In the article they only
found people who were unhappy and critical of Israel. Israel is ranked the 14 happiest country in
the UN’s 2020 World Happiness Report. CAMERA- Committee for Accuracy In Middle East
Reporting and Analysis- ridiculed the article and launched a social media campaign.

Israelis mocked the New York Times report by coming out with the #SadSadIsrael. It became one
of the top trends on Twitter in late October and early November. Israelis have been posting
snapshots of themselves enjoying life such as marriage proposals, out with children, scenic
backgrounds to create a mosaic of experience that would better represent the Israeli reality. Often
the pictures with joyful moments will have gloomy captions.

One Twitter post mocked the New York Times story and said, “In September things were so bad
that my children were forced to dwell in a tent.” It was accompanied by a picture of a young child in
a sukkah .

At the end of December it will be 12 years since we moved to Israel. We are surrounded daily with
all nationalities of people. Israelis seem to be happy with the medical system with which we
struggle. During these 12 years, there have been a number of rocket attacks from Gaza. There
have not been missiles landing in Caesarea, but a few miles away. The people closer to Gaza
were in grave danger and were directly affected. Most have rebuilt and continue to have a good
life in Israel.

Israel is the only country in the world where Jews are the majority. This requires a heavy burden to

make sure the minorities are also included in the state. The new budget contains financing to help

the Arab population with schools, infrastructure and controlling crime.

The overwhelming reaction to COVID is one of unity. Soon children between five and 12 will be

vaccinated. We plan to have a Hanukkah bazaar at our synagogue November 10 and will be done

cautiously with masks and checking for Green Pass certification. Life is returning to somewhat

normal concerning the virus.

There seems to be a new special marriage proposal scene. The prospective groom invites his

girlfriend to go to the beach with aqueducts in Caesarea. He then proposes to her in a setting

prepared near the aqueducts and their friends come to celebrate. At first it was very simple, but it

seems to have grown into a new business designing the scene for the proposal.

Wedding proposat at the ancient aqueduct.
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Suzanne and Howie

We hope you enjoy this installment from the 
Goodmans, who have graciously agreed to blog 
for our congregation their experiences as Olim in 
Israel. If there are specific topics that you are 
interested in hearing about of if you just want to 
stay in touch with Howie and Suzanne, you can 
reach them at: HOWIEG@aol.com

-The opinions expressed are those of the authors and

may not represent those Congregation Beth Judea- ed.

Halloween is not celebrated in Israel.

Neither are Thanksgiving, Valentine’s Day,

St. Patrick’s Day, and secular New Year.

However, our daughter missed the fun of

the holiday and wanted her kids to enjoy it.

So several years ago she arranged with a

few friends to do the trick or treat thing on

one of their streets. Now, a couple years

later, there were sixty families that signed

up to enjoy Halloween activities. They had

it on a street with several houses converted

into haunted houses. Suzanne was

recruited to be a witch at one of the

haunted houses and our daughter and a

friend dressed up as mad scientists and

staged an operation with blood and guts

(spaghetti). Not only were there the 60

registered families, but many other kids

from the surrounding area had fun enjoying

Halloween.

Who is this witch? Suzanne

Although the secular New Year is not really celebrated here, we wish everyone a Happy Secular 

New Year and wish you good health!

mailto:HOWIEG@aol.com

